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January 2019              
Letter from the President                                                                             
Happy New Year to all our members.  It’s great to see the Club 
growing with new and old members joining up. The nice thing about 
your club is it’s got something for all our members.  Whether you 
enjoy shooting circle targets indoor or love being at the outdoor 
range it’s a place for you and your family to enjoy this great sport. 
For 2019 we are looking at doing some improvements for both in the 
indoor and outdoor range.  The indoor range needs a new coat of 
paint on the interior and west side exterior.  At the outdoor range we 
are looking to replace or rebuild a least two of the current bridges. In 
order to do these tasks, we again need some volunteers. If you 
would like to help with anything for the club, please contact one of 
the board members.  Once again, I want to thank all the members 
that give their time, energy and resources to help the club in many 
ways. 

Kurt Smith  
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2019 BOARD 
MEMBERS 

President:  Kurt Smith                  

380-1211 

Vice President: Bill Zirbel              

377-3606 

Secretary: Steve Rudebusch    

715-5572 

Treasurer:  Chad Weber         

380-0578 

Aubrey O’Connell (Memberships 

and Publicity)  290-1971 

Jim Zirbel (Grounds and 

Maintenance)   377-3271 

Chris Beusch (Concessions)  

290-1798 

Tom Fritz (Clubhouse and 

Bathrooms) 290-5314 

Jim O’Connell  (Tournaments 

and Trophies)  290-1972 

Upcoming Events 

Fozen Foote Indoor 3D                      

Feb.  16th , 17th.   

Indoor 3D shoot March 16, 17th 

 

Special Thanks! 

 



 

Memberships are Due January 1st. 

Happy New Year! 🎉🎉 

With the new year upon us that mean that memberships are due. If you haven't 

had the time or the opportunity to fill out new membership forms for the 2019 

year don't fret! The codes for the doors will be changing on Jan 5th. This will give 

you a little time to mail in those applications or even better, you can drop them off 

during Youth League registration on Jan 5th from 8-12 to ensure a quick turn 

around.  Wishing you all the best in the new year! May your aim be small and 

your arrows fly straight!  Aubrey O’Connell  

.   Frozen Foote indoor 3D Shoot 

 

Feel Free to email us at: whitetailbowmenarchery@gmail.com 

JOAD League 

The 2019 JOAD league is in full swing at the indoor range.  This year we have 30 young 

archers participating in the program.  JOAD is a nationwide program of USA Archery that 

provides youth age 8 to 20 with ongoing archery classes that helps them progress from 

beginner to advanced level archery, at their own pace. 

 

 

 

Congratulations for 

League Robin 

Hoods.

 

Lillian WithHorn 

 

 

Gage Smith 

Membership 

numbers look good 

for second straight 

year. 

So far for 2019 we have 151 

memberships with 275 total 

members - 45 of those are 

brand new members. If you 

know anyone that would like 

to be a member, please have 

them contact Aubrey 

O’Connel. 

 

mailto:whitetailbowmenarchery@gmail.com


 

                                             Youth League     

Our youth league is again doing great for attendance.  This year we have 100 youth 
archers between the ages of 6 to 18.  We have kids shooting at 5-yard, 10 yard and 20 
yards. The youth league runs 10 weeks starting in January and running to the middle 
of March.  At the end of league, the club puts on a youth awards banquet the first week 
of April.                                                                                                                                     

 

Youth league shooter stand at the line ready for the command to shoot. 

Coed League 

Coed league is on Wednesday nights starting at 7:30.  It started on January 9th and it 
will run to the March 27th.  We currently have 18 archers, but there is still time to join 
if you would like to shoot.  

Women’s League 

Women’s league is on Sundays from 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm.  The league runs for 8 weeks 
and started on January 6th and runs to March 3rd.  We are always looking for more 
female shooters for this league.  This year we have 12 ladies shooting the league.  If 
you are interested in shooting in any of the leagues, please contact Aubrey O’Connell 
the league secretary.  

Archery Tip of the Month                                                                             

How to tune your traditional bow 

When you buy a new longbow or recurve, chances are the bow has never been strung before. Or, if it has 

been strung, that it hasn’t been shot much. New bow strings, especially the Flemish-twist style, will 

stretch. We recommend that you string your new bow and either let it sit overnight (not recommended for 

self-bows) or take it out and shoot it straight away. This will cause the string to settle-in and stretch about 

as much as it’s going to. As a bow string stretches your brace height and nocking point will change. Bear 

that in mind that when “shooting in” a new string. Once the initial stretch is gone, your string should be 

much more consistent, and you should notice little if any additional stretching.  Note: Always carry at 

least one spare pre-stretched and set-up string with you. If you accidentally cut or break a string, it’s good 

to know you have one ready to go that shoots just like the old one.                                                         

Now you need to get your brace height figured out. What is the perfect brace height? The true answer is, 

“Wherever your bow shoots best.” It sounds too simple, but it’s true. You experiment to find the best 

brace height for you and your set-up. It may even change if you change to different arrows. You have to 

actually shoot arrows from the bow to see how the changes in brace height affect your arrow flight. Here 

are some guidelines…   

Longbows generally are never braced lower than six inches and recurves rarely less than seven. Many 

modern longbows like to be braced at or around seven inches and recurves, depending on design, between 

seven and nine inches. Brace height is determined from the deepest portion of the grip.  Note: You can 

measure your brace height from whatever point on the bow you wish, back to the string. Some folks 

measure from the middle of the sight window, some from the belly side of the arrow shelf, and some 

Lane Sponsorships 

still available at 

indoor range. 

 

We still have Sponsorship spots 

available and now is the perfect 

time with leagues starting in 

January. If your company is 

interested in advertising with the 

club let Dana Ringgenberg, James 

O'Connell or Mark Lemmon know 

and they can get you the contract 

form and more details. If you have 

some ideas for people for us to talk 

to let us know. Thanks for Your 

Help!! 

 

Whitetail Bowmen 

Monthly Meetings.                                                                                           

 The next monthly meeting of 

the Whitetail Bowmen Archery 

Club will be held at the indoor 

range on Monday February 11th 

at 7:30 pm.  All members are 

encouraged to attend. If you 

have any questions or concerns 

please contact one of the board 

members prior to the meeting so 

we can get you on the agenda. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.ringgenberg?fref=gs&__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARDM8tFwbuOLCoK4FxRxAoo5yqGb5K9jlRn-W5sYrt8FKRE3-c8ZaeDA5cKR9O3KLQmcQGjtW7kzeqWu&dti=116683588349331&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/james.oconnell.9693?fref=gs&__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARApdJznrlTqKWqzwW44rsiBJrKfRkR4dML1xILA_xOEcQHkUdHM82tInKfKH7KGBFh-fAyRcWVx-D12&dti=116683588349331&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/james.oconnell.9693?fref=gs&__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARApdJznrlTqKWqzwW44rsiBJrKfRkR4dML1xILA_xOEcQHkUdHM82tInKfKH7KGBFh-fAyRcWVx-D12&dti=116683588349331&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/mark.lemmon.14?fref=gs&__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARBwcFi7OmnPL-iGstsG7irvCYg5hPGLmENgfpyJACiYRXYBFiQHlvUP4ud-ly8_UdktSZGHqXEn3DGd&dti=116683588349331&hc_location=group


 
from the deepest portion of the grip. If you’re discussing brace height with someone, make sure you’re both on the same page. Regardless of where 

you measure from, brace height is a critical measurement for tuning your longbow or recurve. For measuring brace height, nothing beats a T-Square.  

Anyone shooting traditional bows needs a T-Square for both measuring brace height and for measuring string nock location. It is a safe bet, that there 

is a T-Square found in nearly every archery tackle box in North America. We’ve always used the aluminum version here at the shop. It’s easy to use 

and lasts for generations. Back to brace height… 

If you brace a bow too low, the feathers will hit the shelf before the nock leaves the string. The arrow actually stays on the string past the brace height 

measurement. It travels forward a bit before pulling itself loose. If the feathers come into contact with the shelf before the nock clears the string, your 

arrow flight will be erratic. You’ll be prone to having the string slap your wrist with ultra-low brace heights too. The bow will be a bit smoother and 

pull a little less at the lower brace heights and conversely if you short-string your bow, the weight will increase slightly, and the angle of string pinch 

will increase. You can’t hurt a bow with a high brace height, but you can hurt performance. The bow will pull harder and the short string will force 

the limbs to stop short in their travel path, robbing you of energy. You should be looking for the “sweet spot” – that special brace height where the 

bow feels good during the draw and release, and your arrow flight is crisp, clean, and straight. 

It’s best to start at the manufacturer’s suggested brace height and twist up and down from there. When using Flemish twist bow strings, you can twist 

the string tighter to shorten it, thus raising the brace height or you can remove twists to lengthen it, lowering the brace height. Caution: You must be 

careful when removing twists from a Flemish twist string. These strings rely on opposing twists to stay together. If you remove too many twists, the 

string loops may unravel, and your string may come apart. It can be re-twisted, but many archers don’t know how to do that. 

Once you have your brace height figured out, you need to get a nocking point in place. A nocking point allows you to nock your arrow at the same 

place on the string every time. You can use the common brass crimp-on nock sets, or you can tie on a nocking point using regular string material. 

For installing brass nocking points you’ll need a set of nocking pliers and, of course, a package of brass nock sets. They’re easy to install and easy to 

move as you’re experimenting to find your best nocking point location. Tip: When experimenting with different nock locations, don’t crimp the 

nocking point too tightly. Crimp it just enough to keep it in place until you decide if you have to move it again. Once you get it where it needs to be, 

crimp it on firmly. After that, you don’t want it moving on you. How about a few tips on figuring out where the best spot for the nocking point is? 

As a general rule, if your arrows are porposing (wagging up-and-down) during flight, you have a nocking point problem. We find that most 

traditional bows like to have the nocking point approximately 1/2 inch above the shelf. Start by attaching your nocking point 1/2 inch high. This 

means that the bottom of the brass nock is 1/2 inch above the arrow shelf. Your T-Square makes this measurement easy. Your arrow is then placed on 

the string under the brass nock and you shoot. If your arrow flight looks good, congratulations! 

If you see an up-and-down “porpoising” of your arrows, you’ll need to try raising and lowering your nocking point until the flight is straight, and 

really all you see is your arrow nock flying straight away from you. 

If the arrows are wagging side-to-side (fish tailing), it’s an issue of spine (where the stiffness of your arrow does not match the bow weight or bow 

design). Fish tailing can be manipulated by trying points of different weights. We offer field points from 70 grains all the way to 250 grains. 

Adjusting point weight is an easy test for figuring out what’s wrong with your set-up. We even have test kits available with several point weights in 

one package. With a test kit you can shoot your arrows with several different weight points until you find the one that flies best. For instance, if your 

arrow looks like it wants to go straight but always impacts the target to the left of where you’re shooting, it’s too stiff (For a right-handed archer, 

opposite for a left-handed archer). Test this by switching to a heavier point. If by increasing the point weight you see your arrows impacting more 

directly in line with where you’re aiming, then your arrows are a bit stiff and needed the extra weight to make them flex more. Likewise if your 

arrows are more or less jumping out of your bow and impacting to the right of where you’re aiming, try a lighter point. The arrow may be too weak 

and need to be flexed less to get it to shoot where you’re looking. 

Note: Once you find the right combination, record it in a notebook so you can always refer back to it. It’s a good idea to keep a record of each of your 

bows and the set-ups and products that work best with it. It’s recommended that you record each of your batches of arrows as well. It’s not always 

easy to remember how you built a particular set. Also, this way, if you find a combination that works extremely well, you’ll know how to duplicate it. 

Another method of defeating fishtailing is to install a small shim of leather or even a small piece of toothpick behind the arrow plate to push the 

arrow further away from the sight window. If this helps clean up the arrow flight, the arrows were too weak and needed to be pushed out a bit from 

the sight window. 

Another facet of setting up a new bow is how shooting the bow feels during and after the shot. Recurves especially benefit from both string silencers 

and brush buttons. String silencers dampen the after-the-shot string vibrations and quiet the string down fast. Longbows are typically much quieter to 

begin with, but a small string silencer on them can make the shot feel better to the archer as well.                                                                                                               

Always use a commercial bow stringer when stringing and unstringing any bow. If you do, you’ll avoid potential physical danger to 

yourself and your bow. Your grandfather may have used the “step-through” method, but that is totally unsafe for you and the bow, and 

should NOT be done, even in a pinch. Using a stringer is not really an option; it’s simply something you must do! We can’t stress that 

enough.   Thanks to 3riversarchery.com for the information. 


